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Lottery
task force
OK’d by
S. Senate

L u i s

Week-end

By Sandra Coffey
Staff Writer

A resolution to form a task
force to help in the distribution
of lottery funds and the passage
of election rules and ballot for
the athletic referendum were ap
proved Wednesday by the Stu
dent Senate.
The lottery allocations resolu
tion to form a task force was
passed by unanimous vote.
Discussion about the proposal
for ideas for distribution of lot
tery funds was held at last
week’s meeting.
Cal Poly will receive funds an
nually from the California State
Lottery. The Chancellor’s Office
of the California State University
system requested that President
Baker submit proposals for
possible ways that lottery money
could be used by the university.
Baker then asked campus groups
for their input about where fun
ding could be beneficial.
The Academic Senate entered
its proposal for lottery spending
last year. In order to meet Presi
dent Baker’s request, the Stu
dent Senate will submit its pro
posal by the end of fall quarter.
In the election committee
report, the ballot for the athletic
re fe re n d u m
was
p a sse d
unanimously. This ballot will
now be sent to the Chancellor’s
Office for final approval.
The election rules were passed
after a lengthy debate in which a
finance section was deleted. This
section required a spending limit
of $150 for groups or individuals
running pro, con or informational
campaigns.
Also approved were the draft
of an informational pamphlet and
poster on the referendum. Donny
Rollins, senator from the School
of Agriculture, said, “ Franklin
Burris and Tom Lebens really
deserve recognition for doing a
great job on the informational
posters.’’
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Rejoice, because another week of classes draws to an end.

Baker approves ag communication center
By Gita Virmani
Staff Writer

A center for agricultural com
munication was approved Oct. 6
by Cal Poly President Warren
Baker.
The center is named after
James Brock, 69, and his wife
Martha, 72, of Oxnard, who
created a trust to enhance Cal
Poly’s instructional program in
agricultural communication.
Upon their deaths, the Brock
Center for Agricultural Com
munication will receive more
than $1.5 million for its opera
tions.
Brock, a 1936 agriculture in
spection graduate of Cal Poly
College, “ has been most generous
to the university,’’ said James
H ayes, in terim jo u rn alism
department head and acting
director of the center. “ He’s

overextended himself and we ap
preciate his help tremendously.’’
The donation is an investment
in the next generation. Brock
said in a 1983 Cal Poly Today
article. The trust is designed to
help train journalism students to
better understand and report on
the agriculture industry.
“ Most journalists grow up in
cities,’’ Brock said in the article.
“ Their knowledge of agriculture
usually doesn’t go much further
than knowing that produce
comes from a supermarket and
water from the faucet.’’
The center is a program, not a
physical structure, Hayes said,
and it is already under way.
In order to operate the center
before the trust money is avail
able, temporary funding is being
obtained.
The Brocks have given about

try to persuade them to transfer
to Cal Poly as juniors.
“ We’re looking at a program of
40 students, graduating about 10
a year. There are jobs available
for all of them,’’ Hayes said.
There is a lack of agriculture
communicators and Cal Poly has
recognized the problem for a long
time, he added.
“ A great gulf exists between
agriculture and the public, and
we’re trying to bridge that gap.
“ Farmers have not been able to
tell their story well enough for
society to confer on i t ... and the
public has no perception of the
cost to produce food and fiber.’’
Cal Poly is the only school in
California that has an agricul
tural communication program
and one of the few schools west
of the Rocky Mountains to have
Set CENTER, back page

$30,000 to the center in the past
six months, and Hayes hopes to
obtain additional support from
agriculture companies and from a
raffle of an antique automobile
Brock has donated.
Hayes also hopes to gain sup
port through a book that Brock
wrote about his life experiences
called “ In Fond Remembrance
1917-1986.’’
“ The book represents a rare
historic look at California
agriculture,’’ Hayes said. “ Any
one wanting a copy can make a
donation to the center.’’
One of the major purposes of
th e c e n te r is to r e c r u it
agriculture communication stu
dents.
Hayes will travel to communi
ty colleges throughout California
during winter quarter to tell
students about the program and

Clean Water Initiative
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Club hears debate on bill
IN QUOTES
The highly acclaimed
National Theatre of the
Deaf will perform “The
Heart Is a Lonely
Hunter” October 18 In
the Cal Poly Theatre.
See SPOTLIGHT.

Any pitcher who throws at a batter |ind deliber
ately tries to hit him Is a Communist.
*
— Alvin Dark

By Elmer Ramos
staff Writtr

During a pro and con discussion of Proposition 65, a Sierra Club
member said the initiative is a vital attempt to regulate chemicals
that may contaminate drinking water, while a local farmer said it is
an unnecessary bill which draws support from, people incited by
hysteria.
Rich Ferguson, conservation chairman of the local Sierra Club
chapter and Don Talley, owner of Talley Farms of Arroyo Grande,
presented their contrasting viewpoints Wednesday evening during a
Crops Club meeting.

See WATER, back page
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Remember the fear

arlier this week, a member of the Norwegian Nobel
Committee said that many people may be surprised
by the committee’s choice for the Nobel Peace
Prize. Elie Wiesel’s selection was a big surprise, but after
some consideration, we now think it was long overdue.
Wiesel has given people throughout the world perhaps
their clearest picture of the most horrible period in history
— the Holocaust. For this alone, Wiesel is a worthy reci
pient.
In the past few years we have heard or read about an
ever-increasing number of people who in some way attempt
to minimize the shock of the Holocaust. Some have said
that the death tolls were inflated, and there weren’t really 6
million Jews killed. Others claim that the concentration
camp guards were just following orders, or their actions
were due to some sort of psychic numbing. Most
disconcerting are the young people, and this is particularly
true of West German youths, who simply don’t acknowl
edge the Holocaust’s existence.
There is no doubt that the Holocaust is not pleasant to
think about. It is human nature to try and repress such
repulsive thoughts. As the years pass, it becomes easier
and easier to bury these thoughts in the subconscious.
People under 45 have no direct recollection of the
Holocaust; all they know about it has been received
through movies and books. This is why Wiesel’s works are
invaluable.
It is important for young people today to learn about the
Holocaust. They should know how inhuman people can be.
Images such as that of SS guards sprinkling lime over
huge pits of dead bodies to speed their decomposition
should be seared into every person’s brain.
If people are armed with this information, perhaps they
will be better prepared to deal with the unprecedented
problems all people now face. No one can say a nuclear war
is impossible. After reading and thinking about the
Holocaust, we know there are people who are capable of
precipitating a nuclear war. If people learn only one lesson
from the Holocaust, let it be this: nothing is certain when
dealing with humanity. It can happen here.
In his autobiographical novel “ Night,” Wiesel, whose
parents and younger sister were exterminated in the
Holocaust, tells of his family’s experience upon arriving at
the concentration camp:

E

An SS noncommissioned officer came to meet us, a
truncheon in his hand. He gave the order:
“ Men to the left! Women to the right!”
Eight words spoken quietly, indifferently, without
emotion. Eight short, simple words. Yet that was the
moment when I parted from my mother. I had not
had time to think, but already I felt the pressure of
my father’s hand: We were alone. For a part of a se
cond I glimpsed my mother and my sisters moving
away to the right. Tzipora held my mother’s hand. I
saw them disappear into the distance; my mother was
stroking my sister’s fair hair, as though to protect
her, while I walked on with my father and the other
men. And I did not know that in that place, at that
moment, I was parting from my mother and Tzipora
forever.
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The music of life
A human being is part o f the
whole, called by us the universe. A
part lim ited in time and space. H e ex
periences himself, his thoughts and
feelings, as something separate fro m
the rest, a kind o f optical delusion o f
his consciousness. This delusion is
kind o f a prison fo r us, restricting us
to our personal desires and affection
fo r a fe w persons nearest to us. Out
task m ust be to free ourselves fro m
this prison by widening our circle o f
compassion to embrace all living
creatures.

Last week 1 was in surgery as a
result of a bicycle accident last June.
As it turns out, I broke both bones in
my left forearm, and various hard
ware had to b used in order to set it
correctly. And so last Thursday, well
after the bones healed, I went back
into surgery to have all this metal
stuff removed.
When 1 returned home Thursday
afternoon, 1 looked over the
souveniers my orthopedic surgeon
had saved for me. The collection
consisted of a sbi-inch long rod, a
plate and four screws - all of them in
stunning surgical stainless steel. For
me it looked perhaps more beautiful
than silver and gold, considering that
those were six of the reasons why I
have two good arms today.
I was particularly impressed by the
rod, thinking what a beautiful
cocktail stirrer it would be. So I
resolved to myself that the next time
I invited someone over. I’d use it to
stir the honey in my tea. And after
being complimented on my stirrer, I

PLANETARY
PERSPECTIVES
Charles W olf
would reply, “ Thank you. Inciden
tally, this stirring rod was inside my
left arm for a year and a half.” What
a conversation piece this could be.
Unfortunately, one of the disturb
ing, if perhaps not serious complica
tions of surgery is the swelling which
occurs in the following days. I woke
up Sunday with my hand swollen,
and in a desperate attempt to
alleviate the situation, I propped my
arm on top of a tower of pillows and
just stayed in bed, contemplating
life, the universe and everything,
refusing to face Monday morning’s
quiz.
After two hours of mindless
meditations, I finally got out of bed
under the premise that I should
rather have my left arm fall off than
lie in bed the rest of my life. So I got
up, and after walking out in the sun
shine and talking to people, my
whole body felt better. And strangely
enough, the swelling had subsided.
By doing what was best for my whole
self, my arm had benefitted.
The holistic approach to life, view
ing things as a whole, not only in
parts, isn’t exactly a new concept. It
is fundamental in the study of
holistic medicine, gestalt psychology

and human psychology. It is a major
cohesive force in many of the world’s
religions. This approach enables the
individual to unite body and soul,
mind and spirit, and the individual
with the creation.
Imagine, if you will, the world as a
giant symphony where all people
near and far, from many diverse
backgrounds, combine to create the
music of life. If you were to stand in
any part of this symphony, you
would hear only a small part of the
music. But by standing back you
would get a much broader view of
how all the timbres come together to
form a grander, richer sound. Your
goal here is not only to appreciate the
whole, but to participate in its
richness, no matter how small the
contribution may seem.
Today, many problems have en
compassed the world. Human in
justice, war and environmental
destruction have muted the chords of
life, and have left noise, dissonance
and distortion, so that today we face
the distinct possibility of global
destruction.
We must now appeal to a higher
standard; we must go beyond career
goals and national patriotism to gain
a planetary perspective, a view that
the world is one living being, and
reconcile mankind with himself and
his environment. When we meet this
challenge, we will once again regain
the music of life.
Charles W olf is
engineering senior.
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p a rtin g shots
To George Bush:

To El Corral:
We went to your pajama party
sale on Tuesday, wearing our
normal sleeping attire. Can’t
understand being arrested for
indecent exposure. How did we
know we’d draw a crowd?

To Alpha Sigma:
Good thing you’re in the
doghouse; you’ll need a place to
live. Don’t blame the people of
San Luis Obispo, they just don’t
realize that, with all the com
munity service you do, you’re
entitled to annoy hundreds of
people. At least you are the
future leaders of tomorrow;
bright, talented and homeless.

Instead of going hunting this
weekend, we were thinking about
heading down to Nicaragua to do
some freedom fighting. All we’ve
got are shotguns, so we were
wondering if you had any con
tingency funds lying around.

To California Angels:
We’ve seen teams choke be
fore, but never die of old age.
Good luck in the rest home
league Bobby, Reggie, and Don.

To Tip O ’Neill:
So it’s your last week in office.'
Good bye. Most of us don’t think
you’re a fat communist slob.
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Mustang Daily encourages
readers’ opinions, criticisms and
comments. Letters should be
submitted to Room 226 of the
Graphic Arts Building, Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, 93407.
Letters should be shorter than
250 words, must be typewritten
and must include the writer’s
signature and telephone number.
Editors reserve the right to
edit all letters for length and
style and omit libelous state
ments.
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Helicopter crashes over ocean
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) — A helicopter that ferries
workers to and from an offshore oil platform crashed at sea
Thursday off Point Conception, authorities said.
The number of people aboard the Petroleum Helicopters air
craft was not immediately known, but it was believed all those
aboard the helicopter were rescued, said Santa Barbara County
Fire Capt. Charlie Johnson.
Military helicopters from nearby Vandenberg Air Force Base
plucked four survivors from the ocean 150 miles northwest of
Los Angeles and took them to hospitals, said Air Force Lt.
David Gandee.
The craft crashed at about 10:20 a.m. authorities said.

Poll shows voters favor Prop. 65
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The California Poll reports that
Proposition 65, the so-called Safe Drinking Water Initiative, is
maintaining a 3-1 lead among state voters.
Of the voters surveyed between Sept. 24 and Oct. 2, 26 per
cent supported the measure while 8 percent opposed it and 20
percent were undecided. Another 46 percent did not know what
the initiative was.
The proposition would make it illegal to knowingly discharge
carcignogens or chemicals that cause birth defects into drinking
water supplies.

BUILDING SUPPLEM ENTS
COMPETITIVE BODY

Palestinians shoot down
Israeli plane during raid
SI DON, Lebanon (AP) — A
missile destroyed an Israeli
w arp lan e during raid s on
Palestinian guerrilla bases near
this ancient port Thursday, the
day after a bloody grenade at
tack in Jerusalem.
Journalists saw the plane ex
plode after the missile struck and
crash into a valley four miles
southeast of Sidon, and some
reporters said the wreckage still
smoldered 90 minutes later. One
of the two pilots was reported
taken prisoner and the other was
reported killed.
It was the first Israeli plane
lost over Lebanon in three years.
State-run Beirut radio said
bombs and rockets killed four
people and wounded 10 at the
Mieh Mieh Palestinian refugee
camp on the city’s southeastern
outskirts.
Israel’s military command still
had not commented hours later
either on the 40-minute attack on
Palestinian targets or the loss of
the U.S.-built Phantom F-4E.
A Shiite Moslem militia com

mander said the two pilots bailed
out and landed in an olive grove,
one alive and one dead. Abu
Jamil Ghaddar of the Amal
militia said the survivor was
captured in the grove between
Siroubieh and Anqoun, suburbs
of this city 25 miles south of
Beirut.
Guerrillas brought the Phan
tom down with a shoulder-fired
Soviet Strella missile at 4:25
p.m., 35 minutes after the onset
of Israel’s 13th air attack into
Lebanon this year, a police
spokesman said. He withheld his
name in keeping with governm
ent regulations.
More jets arrived just before
nightfall and strafed the area
where the pilots landed. Ghaddar
said five of his militiamen were
wounded.
Witnesses said four jets.
Phantoms and Israeli-built Kfirs,
flew in from the Mediterranean
and made three bomb and rocket
runs on the guerrilla p>ositions
starting at 3:50 p.m.
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friday 1 7
•The Rodeo Club will sponsor
a fall rodeo at 6 p.m. in Collett
Arena. Admission is $2 for stu
dents, children and senior citi
zens and $4 for the public.
•ASI Outings will sponsor the
following events on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday: a beginn
ing caving seminar to Sequoia
National Park, a bicycle tour in
King’s Canyon National Park,
dayhiking at Mineral King Na
tional Park, a breakfast bicycle
ride to The Custom House, and a
brunch outing at Spyglass Inn.
Signups are available in the
Escape Route, University Union
Room 112.
Subm issions contributed f o r
consideration f o r publication in
Calendar m ust be received by
noon tw o days prior to the event.
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Soviets willing to discuss missiles at talks
MOSCOW (A P) — The
Kremlin is willing to discuss me
dium-range missiles separately at
the Geneva arms talks, but will
not sign an accord that doesn’t
settle the space weapons dispute,
a Soviet spokesman said Thurs
day.
T he
F o re ig n
M in is try
spokesman, Gennady Gerasimov,
discussed the Soviet Union’s
arms control policy after a Soviet
emissary in London appeared to
contradict Mikhail S. Gor
bachev’s assessment of the
Reykjavik summit and the future
of U.S.-Soviet arms talks.
There have been some conflic
ting signals from the Soviets
about whether they are willing to
make separate agreements on
m edium -range
m issiles
or

whether they would insist on a
link between any arms agree
ments and “ Star Wars,’’ the
American plan for a space-based
defense shield.
In Bonn, Max Kampelman,
senior U.S. arms negotiator, said
the Soviets were sending mixed
signals and need to “ get their act
together’’ on arms control.
The Politburo’s No. 2 secre
tary, meanwhile, heated up the
post-summit campaign against
President Reagan’s Strategic
Defense Initiative at a gathering
Thursday of top Soviet scien
tists.
“ It has been most clearly
established that the Washington
administration does not wish a
real agreement, but is out to en
sure military superiority over the
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U .S .S .R .,’’ said Yegor K.
Ligachev.
“ That is why it is important
today as never before that scien
tists should take an active part
in the fight for peace, for
strengthening
the
country’s
defense capacity,’’ he said.
The d isp u te over space
weapons is at the center of the
U.S.-Soviet stalemate at the
summit in Iceland, which broke
up Sunday when the two leaders
could not agree on the future of
the U.S. space-based program.
Before that, Gorbachev and
Reagan reported they reached
virtual agreement on eliminating
medium-range missiles from
Europe, limiting those weapons
in Asia, and slashing some
strategic arsenals by SOpercent.

'SERVING 5LO COUNTY SINCE 1959'
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BACK TO BASICS

Nigerian writer, critic
awarded Nobel Prize
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
Wole Soyinka of Nigeria, a
master of poetic drama
who
writes in English from the myth
and
ethos of his people, was
named Thursday as the first Af
rican to win a Nobel Prize in lit
erature.
The Swedish Academy of Let
ters called him a writer “ who in a
wide cultural perspective and
with poetic overtones fashions
the drama of existence.’’
Soyinka, 52, is an impassioned
social critic who was jailed in the
late
1960s during the Nigerian
civil
war. He expressed hope
Thursday that the award was not
given “ because I have been a
vigorous critic of my government
and others. I don’t want to think
for a single moment it’s because
of my political stand.’’
Also Thursday, the Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic
Science was awarded to Ameri
can professor James McGill
Buchanan for theories ad
vocating strict rules to keep na
tio n a l b u d g e ts b a la n c e d .
Buchanan, 67, filled a gap be
tween pure economics and
political science with his work,
the citation said.
The dramatist, poet, novelist
and essayist was quoted by the
Nigerian newspaper Vanguard
last month as saying he prefers
the less notorious
literary

awards.
“ I don’t like the Nobel thing. I
like the ones (where) you are sit
ting quietly and the letter
comes,’’ he told the interviewer
after becoming the third African
ever to win honorary rhembership in the American Academy
and Institute of Arts and letters.
“ This kind of award nobody
bothers about because there is no
money involved.’’
This year the prizes establish
ed and endowed by Alfred Nobel,
th e S w ed ish in v e n to r o f
dynamite, are worth about
$290,000.
When asked in Paris, where he
arrived Thursday morning, what
effect the award might have on
the literature of his continent,
Soyinka said: “ African literature
has always been very vigorous
and very varied. This is a
recognition of our culture and
our traditions in Africa and 1 am
very happy about it.
“ African culture and creativity
has not always been rightly ap
preciated by other cultures, such
as the European. But this award
is a recognition which will mean
much.’’
In its citation, the 18-member
awarding body described the
creator of more than 20 major
works as “ one of the finest
poetical playwrights that have
written in English.’’

MID-STATE
ELECTRONICS

Why pay for the frills when only the simple
things matter.

Small parts, big parts, batteries, & every
kind of wire and cable. In short, we carry
anything electronic. For over 31 years MidState has carried the largest stock in elec
tronic parts between S.F. and L.A.

HERE AT MALONEY’S WE HAVE:
plenty of space, 8,000 sq ft

1441 Monterey St., SLO
543-2770

more exercise machines than any
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Deaf and hearing actors combine in company
By Suzanne Carson
Most theatrical companies speak with only one
voice — for the ear, that is. But the National
Theatre o f the Deaf speaks with two voices — one
for the ear and the other for the eye.
Uniquely blending the spoken word with sign
language, the NTD, which started 20 years ago
under the artistic direction o f David Hays, has
created a new dual language theatre for the en
joyment o f both thé hearing impaired and those
with normal hearing.
NTD will perform “ The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter” tomorrow night at Chumash Auditorium.
The company is unique in that some o f the actors
and actresses are deaf. The deaf actors are the half
o f the production which expands the English

language into visible shapes o f words and ideas
while the other half of the actors speak the words
for the hearing audience.
“ This is the first time that the NTD has ap
peared at Cal Poly, and you don’t have to be deaf
to appreciate them,” said Peter Wilt, Cal Poly
Theatre manager. “ They are an excellent company;
it’s as if we are bringing in the Oregon Shakespeare
C o.”
The NTD has received international acclaim from
audiences and critics for their performances o f
everything from Greek tragedy to bedroom farce.
According to a recent review, o f the company, “ No
.literary fojm lies beyond this theatre company’s
g r a s p .”

Sec NTD, Spotlight page 5
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Midnight movie
is popular event
By John Grennan
staff Writer

DOUQ NASCHKE/Muttang Dally

The Morro Rock Cafe opened for
business Oct. 9. The new
nightclub does not serve alcohol
and has no minimum age re
quirement. Above: a look down
the bar at Morro Rock Cafe shows
the TV screens set In the wall.
Left: the neon-lit logo is reminis
cent of that of another familiar
cafe’s.

There’s no substitute for the
FINEST of submarine sandwiches.

The midnight movie is beginn
ing its eighth year of providing
students a place to watch their
favorite movie classic, make
some new friends and sober up a
bit before heading home.
The midnight movie, which is
shown at the Fremont Theater
on Monterey Street, is co
promoted by KZOZ-FM and Bru
Ha Ha Productions of Santa
B a rb a ra . C alvin H am ilto n ,
advertising and sales manager at
KZOZ, is in charge of running
the event. His responsibilities
range from selecting the movies
to be shown to providing securi
ty during the movies.
“ We try to get movies that
have been popular at the box of
fice, but don’t get played much
anymore,’’ said Hamilton. “ A lot
of the movies we get have a
strong cult following.’’
Last weekend the midnight
movie featured Monty Python’s
“ The Holy G rail,’’ which
everyone in the audience had
probably seen at least once. The
midnight movie is not a place to
relax and watch an in-depth
movie. The boisterous crowds it
attracts like to join in on the
dialogue, and at musical movies
the aisles are packed with people
dancing and singing. In “ llie
Holy Grail,’’ when King Arthur
and his band encounter the
Knights who say “ Nee,” the
crowd joins along with “ Nee, nee,
nee, nee.” Hamilton said they’ve
tried to get the ultimate in crowd
participation
movies,
“ The
Rocky Horror Picture Show,”
but it is only rented out on a
13-week basis. “ Right now ‘Stop
Making Sense’ (the Talking
Heads’ movie/concert) is our

most popular movie,” said
Hamilton.
Midnight movie-goer Brian
Gardiner agreed. “ There was
pandemonium at ‘Stop Making
Sense,’ ” said the Cal Poly
junior. “ The Fremont was rock
ing. The midnight movie is
perfect.”
He added, “ You can come
down here sporting a buzz and
dance to great music, meet girls
and get crazy when nothing else
is going on.”
Cal Poly freshman Frieda
Rosenstaff said, “ It’s something
to do when you can’t get into the
bars.” What attracted the two to
the off-the-wall humor of Monty
Python? “ The girls,” said Gar
diner. “ The guys,” Rosenstaff
said seriously.
This weekend the midnight
movie is featuring the thriller,
“ Nightmare on Elm Street.”
“ With Halloween coming up,
we’re going to have some
slasher-type movies running,”
said Hamilton.
“ The main problem we’ve
always had is people coming in
drunk and getting rowdy. But
kids will be kids,” he added.
/ He said last year somebody
threw a bottle through the
screen, and while insurance
covered the costs to have it fix
ed, this year they might lose
their insurance, meaning no more
midnight movies.
Another problem, according to
Hamilton, is people sneaking
alcohol and marijuana into the
theater. To ebb the flow of bot
tles and such, they station secu
rity guards at the entrance to pat
down incoming patrons.
Hamilton said, “ We want to
make sure people have a good
time without things getting out
of hand.”

PULSE
The section that brings to you in-depth informa
tion on the' lifestyles of students and the people
it every Wednesday
EBG

3BG

loeDag^Co.
(across from Woodstock’s)

■544-17175 4 4 HIGUERA ST.- SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 9 3 4 0 1

Play The CARD Game
Come in and get a

2 FREE DRINKS

500 OFF

w/ANY SIZE SANDWICH

ANY SIZE SANDWICH

(limit: one coupon per sandwich)

(limit: one coupon per sandwich)

COUPON

1060 Osos St.

541-0955

COUPON

$10.00 Haircut
(by the company)
and receive your cards
call for appt. and details
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YOU WILL BE...
W ITH SAVINGS
LIKE THESE
Audio Ecstasy Breaks the $200 Barrier
Lowest Prices on AKAI CD Players

WALKMAN SALE

AKAI
Akai Compact Disc Player
36 Track Programming/3 Beam Laser

BSiiiBESS SPEAKERS

reg 3 40 .00

Sony AM /FM Cassette
Player Auto Reverse/
Dolby 3 Band Equalizer

«189.00

reg 99 95 .

»79.95

WM-F18

Danish Design, SW’
3-Way Bass Reflex

reg3 9 9 .0 0 pr.... «250pr

Sony Portable CD Player
A M /FM /C ar Adaptor
I
For Car Tape Deck
'
Rechargeable Battery,
Ultra Thin

Akai Compact Disc Player

Danish Design, SVj"
3-Way Bass Reflex

Full Remote/Akai's“ Without" Programming/AntiResonant Metal Cabinet

reg5 9 9 .0 0 pr__ «375pr

reg 4 7 5 .0 0 .............................................................

CARVER

$295.00

SONY PORTABLE
AM/FM Cassette CFS W 360
Dubbing Cassette Deck/Detachable Speakers/3
Band Equalizer

CD-A70

Cassette Tape

reg 6 3 5 .0 0 ...........................................

i

............... ^4.95

In

»

Cassette Tape

*2.97

.......................................................

$129.00

O YAMAHA
Compact Disc Player C D 300
Great Sound At A Low Price/3 Beam
Laser/Mid-Size/Full Programability

Compact Disc Player
Multi Play CD Player (6 at a time)
reg 4 9 9 .0 0

reg 2 5 9 .0 0 ...........

*429

reg 4 7 9 .0 0 .........

30 Watts/Channel, 60 Watt Peaks
Schotz Tuner
reg 3 6 0 .0 0 .........................................................

$189.00

Car Speakers...Save Up to

20%

SONY PORTABLE
AM/FM Cassette
Detachable Speakers/
3 Band Equalizer
reg 89.95 ___

*69.00

CFS-3000

»395.00

Turntable I5 3 0
Fully Auto with Ortofon ULM 65 E Cartridge
reg 2 3 0 .0 0 ..................

$185.00

SONY
Dubbing Cassette Deck
Dolby B&C/High Speed Dubbing

TC-W 233 (not a portable)

reg 199 0 0 ......................................................

»179.00

^

reg15 0.0 0 pr... ..................... *99.00pr.

BostonAcoustics

*

DUAL

Proton 303 TV Speakers
Great for Your TV or Extra Room ‘

__

$229.00

Cassette Deck K720
• Auto Reverse/Dolby B&C and DBX/
HX Pro-Real Time Counter

Proton 930 Receiver

*99.00

reg 1 20.00 . .
CFS-4000

reg1 4 9 .0 0 ..............................................startingar^V.UU
reg3 2 0 .0 0

AM/FM CASSETTE
Auto Reverse/Detachable
Speakers/5 Band
Equalizer

MAXELL XLII'S 90

CA P i O N e e R
F90 Tuner

SONY PORTABLE

T 120 Professional quality

reg
System Racks

$1.95

each

MAXELL VID EO TA PE

$499.00

$99.95

reg 1 1 9 . 9 5 ....... .................................................

TDK SA 90
900 Receiver 90 Watts/Channel

$349.00

reg 3 99.00

ASK ABOUT OUR SERVICE EXTENSION PLANS
SPECIALS GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 31, 1986

8
»

Save Big On All
Classical CD'S

*2 O ff

si
THE P R O G R E S S IV E A U D IO STO RE

ASK ABOUT O U R
ON KYO DEMO SALE

every o n e in stock
TELARC— DELOS-NIMBUS
REFERENCE RECORDINGS

OPEN: M-W 11-7 • TH 11-9 • F-SAT 11-6
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Service makes Cafe Roma an enjoyable dining experience

(¡00» EATir
Tucked behind the train station at 1819 Osos
St., Cafe Roma isn’t easy to find, but is well worth
the search. From the moment the waiter places a
napkin in your lap to the time the owners’ son
steps outside with you to bid a good evening, you
are in for a most enjoyable dining experience.
Specializing in homemade pastas and Italian del
icacies, Cafe Roma offers the food and service
usually associated with an expensive restaurant
but at moderate prices. Catering to every con
ceivable need, from the constant refilling of the
lemon water to offering a replacement fork for the
next dish, the service couldn’t be better. While
definitely not overbearing, the caring attitude of
the staff is quite obvious and adds to the evening’s
enjoyment.
Decorated in pastel pink, with crisp white table
cloths and matching fresh flowers on each table,
the atmosphere is light and airy but not frivolous.
The restaurant might look warmer with a few more
green plants but when the lights are dimmed at
6:30 p.m., it becomes quite a romantic setting.
A package of delicate bread sticks is waiting on
the table to snack on while choosing from the
many mouth-watering dishes. The menu, which
doubles as a placemat, is written in Italian with
English subtitles. The hungry diner is tantalized
with everything from the zuppa di giorno (steamed
clams) appetizer to the lombata di vitello Coin veal

CAFE ROMA
★ ★ ★ ★
1819 Osos St., 541-6800
Ambiance: fresh and airy, romantic in evening.
Service: excellent, attentive.
Credit Cards: all major cards accepted.
Honrs: Lunch Tuesday through Friday 11:30 —
2:30. Dinner Tuesday through Saturday 3:30 —
9:30.
Prices: Appetizers from $2.25 to $6.95, entrees
from $5.85 to $8.95, special dishes from $8.95 to
$14.95.
Reservations: recommended for parties of four or
more and on weekends.
What the stars mean:
- (none)
★
★ ★
WWW
wwww

is n o w featuring 4 to 8pm H ap py H ou r

PITCHERS OF BEER

from 5 to 6pm

MONDAY NIG H T FOOTBALL
S p a e fa /:

1

i

j

bad eatin’
pretty good
good
darn good
damn good

Rating reflects the impressions of the individual
reviewer. Prices and menus subject to change.
Reviewer dines anonymously

The Dark Room
w ith $ 2 . 0 0

sauteed with butter and rosemary served with
fresh vegetables) entree.
Appetizers, priced from $2.25 to $6.95, include
the mozzarella marinara (fried mozzarella cheese
with marinara sauce), an unusual but good-tasting
snack. Entrees range from $5.85 for the linguine al
pomodoro e basilico (linguine with fresh tomatoes
and basil), to $14.95 for the scampi spumante
(shrimp with garlic, butter and Italian champagne).
Entrees are accompanied by a small loaf of warm
sourdough bread.
Specials of the day are described by the waiter,
who is quite understanding about a non-Italian’s
difficulty pronouncing the names of certain dishes.
The tortellini ai porcini (tortellini stuffed with
spinach, cheese and prosciutto, covered with
mushroom sauce) is especially good. The manager
may enthusiastically explain that it’s called ai
porcini (little piglets) because the type of
mushroom used is rather plump. The linguine alle
vongole (linguini with clams in red sauce) is also
extremely good.
While the food is prepared to perfection and the
selection from which to choose makes for quite a
diffìcult decision, enough cannot be said about the
service. Combined with such palate-pleasing fare
you find yourself making plans for a return visit
before even leaving.

Reviewed by Pamela Varma

$2.00 Hamburgers

City officials tell sculptor
MUSTANG to put fig leaf on creation
DAILY
Monday
through Friday

1037 Monterey St, SLO • 543-5131
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SHROOMSONAPIZZA? )

REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) headquarters. But an hour after
— A life-size statue of a male it was set up, an anonymous
sleepwalker was a bit too life-like critic covered the genital area
for city officials, who ordered with brown wrapping paper.
sculptor Bill laculla to cover a
A short time later, laculla was
key area with a fig leaf.
advised by the San Mateo Coun
“ In Europe, male and female ty Arts Commission that his
nudes are acceptable,’’ grumbled statue was too graphic.
laculla, of nearby Palo Alto.
“ They said they were going to
“ Here in America, what are we
go
out and buy a swimsuit to put
trying to hide?’’
The work, titled “ Sleepwalker*’ on it,’’ said the 52-year-old artist.
Instead, laculla fashioned a fig
and suggested by the Italian
opera, “ La Sonnambula,’’ went leaf out of paper, then glued it to
on display last week as part of an a loincloth and mounted it on the
exhibit at San Mateo County statue.
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ARMADILLO DOES IT!
$2.00 O FF
ANY 16”
FASJfKlf DEUVÍ0Y y '

ARMADILLO PIZZA i
N A M E ____________________
PHONE_____________________

5 4 1 -4 0 9 0 i

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

5 Sessions for $ 18.00
offer expires 10/25/86
(one coupon per person)
* Conveniently located - 2 blocks from Poly
-University Square Shopping CenterAcross from Williams Bros.

* 4 State of the Art Tanning Beds
Featuring Cosmos by Klafsun, designed
by Freidrick Wolf. The largest tanning
surface available with his reflector
system. The most efficient tanning
bed by far. You must see it to believe it.

* AM-FM-Cassette Head Phones
•Turbo fans PRIVATE Air Conditioned Rooms
541-6880 956C Foothill Blvd.

Don 7 Let Your Tan Fade A way!

Mustang Daily

NTD
From page 1
During 18 years of touring, the
NTD has become known as
America’s premier professional
touring theatre company. A long
list of achievements is proof of
their excellence in their genre:
they were the first American
theatre company invited to tour
China; they represented the U.S.
at the 1984 Olympic Arts Festi
val; they won a Tony; they have
performed on Broadway; they
have made TV specials for NBC,
CBS and PBS; and they have
toured America 37 times.
The 8 p.m. performance will be
a full-length dramatization of
“ The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter.”
The novel by Carson McCullers
was adapted for the NTD by
Glenn Berenbeim and David
Hays. The play version explores
the dynamics of communication,
or as one person described it,
“ the need to connect.”
John Singer is the center of the
th is
d r a m a tiz a tio n .— a
courageous man who cannot
hear, but who listens with his
heart. And Mick Kelly is an exuberent young girl who lives for
music but tries to hear his
silence.
These characters are part of an
endangered species of sensitive.

idealistic human beings in 1930s
Georgia, brought to life on stage
by Director J. Ranelli. Ranelli
has been associated with NTD
since its inception.
NTD will give two perfor
mances of “ The Heart is a Lone
ly Hunter.” A special children’s
performance will be given at 3
p.m., and at 8 p.m. there will be a
full-length performance. The per
formances are sponsored by the
ASl Fine Arts Committee, the
San Luis Obispo County Arts
Council and the Center for The
Arts.
Tickets for the event are $12,
$10 and $8 for the public and $S
for students. They can be reserv
ed at the Cal Poly Theatre Box
Office.
Sign language classes of
Cuesta College have already
reserved SO seats, while Hancock
College has reserved 40 seats,
said Wilt. Other deaf individuals
and groups from the surrounding
communities are expected to at
tend as well.
Ann Fryer of Disabled Student
Services said that there are three
deaf students attending Cal Poly
and about 14 who are hearing
impaired. Some of these students
are planning to attend the per
formance.

Former president
stops for burger
SAGINAW, Mich. (AP) — It
was the voice of the man order
ing a burger that tipped Wendy’s
assistant manager off that his
customer was former President
Jimmy Carter.
“ You just don’t expect to see
an ex-president,” said Kelly
O’Keefe, 21.
C a rte r spokesm an F rank
Ranew Jr. said the former presi
dent was in Michigan on a bird
hunting outing.
Carter paid for the $3.20 meal
himself and ate in the restaurant,
said O’Keefe.
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A special kind o f journalism
by Berke Breathed
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Cork 'N Bottle
Liquor Store

"The Store with the Right Spirit"

p i v í i í í ’*'
♦>V

The Annual Audit for Fiscal
Year 1985-1986 for the
California Polytechnic State
University Foundation has now
been completed.
Copies for public information
are available in the Foundation
Director’ s Office (Trailer,
Truckee, Road) and the Cam
pus Library.

WE NOW DELIVER!!!
Free delivery with a minimum purchase of $30.00
Deliv€cyHours;7am-l0pmMon-Sun

EuU Kegs NOW $39.99
^

(Bud R g /L t, Coors R cg/L t)

Full kegs of Lowenbrau, Michelob $42.99
These are^now our everyday low prices!!!

'"'It/ lo /Aillo P'

student Specials

1.50 off with student I.D.
v a lid a n y tim e e x c e p t S a tu rd a y
/
G ive yourself a break
from a busy d a y a t school
Treat yourself to Sycamore
M ineral Springs, Under the
sun or the stars.

Grab These Specials While They Last:
Fufi keg of Old Milwaukee just $24.95
, Michelob Rg bottles just $8.99/case
H

%Warsteiner only $3.69/6-pack
Jose Cuervo Gold 750ml w/1 .OL M argarita Mix only $9.99
Starting Mon. 10/20 Coors R g/Lt Suitcase ONLY $8.99
Hours:

7am-Midnight — Thurs, Fri, Sat
7am-11pm — Sun-Wed

595-7302 • Avila Beach Road
open 24 hours • offer expires M ay 1

774 Foothill Blvd •

San Luis Obispo «

543-8637

"FaoJC
.

\
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Berlin on road to making success Founder o f Wal-Mart tops
list o f richest Americans
of ‘Count To Three And Pray’
Late in 1982, new wave band Berlin seemed to
burst onto the music scene with their selfproduced and financed E.P. “ Pleasure Victim.”
What few people realized was that the album was
a culmination of six years of hard work by
founder John Crawford, in addition to drummer
Dan Van Patten and guitarist Chris Velasco.
Members of the group decided on the name
Berlin to set themselves apart from other L.A.
bands. Crawford has said, “ It gave us a broad in
ternational flavor while still remaining am
biguous.”
Four years after the band’s inception, Terri
Nunn appeared on the scene. She had grown tired
of trying to make a living as a bit television ac
tress, and had auditioned for about 2S other
bands before linking up with Crawford.
Soon band members were joined by David
Diamond, an 18-year-old synthesizer wizard, and
Berlin’s first recordings were released as a double
A-sided single containing “ The Metro” and “ Tell
Me Why” in late 1981.
In the spring of 1982, Crawford, Nunn and
Diamond cut a six-song E.P. with ex-group

members Van Patten producing and Velasco con
tributing “ Masquerade.” “ Pleasure Victim” was
released in September 1982, and within 10 weeks
of its release, the album had racked up 25,000
sales.
Berlin headed out on their first nationwide tour
in February 1983, performing 55 gigs in three
months. Upon their return to Southern California,
they played in the 1983 US Festival before a
crowd of 125,000 for one of their best perfor
mances ever.
In September 1983, producer Mike Howlett
took over for their second album, a full-length LP
titled “ Love Life.” The album contained such
songs as “ Touch,” “ Dancing In Berlin,” and “ No
More Words.”
Their third and most recent album, “ Count To
Three And Pray,” contains such hits as “ Take
My Breath Away” and “ Like Flames,” and is
expected to carry on Berlin’s well-known sound —
interplay of synthesizers and female vocals.
Berlin will perform at 8:30 p .m . Wednesday, Oct.
22, in the Cal Poly M ain Gym.
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More sports
coverage than
you thought
humanly possible
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Hollywood names like Merv
Griffin and Dick Clark added a
touch of glamor to the annual list
of the wealthiest Americans, but
the richest of the rich is a
down-home Arkansas retailer
who knows the value of a dis
count.
For the second straight year,
Sam Moore Walton of Bentonville. Ark., topped the “ Forbes
4 0 0 ,”
the an n u al Forbes
m agazine list o f the 400
wealthiest Americans. The 68year-old founder of the Wal-Mart
chain of discount stores has ac
cumulated a fortune of $4.5
billion, up from $2.8 billion last
year, according to Forbes’
estimate.
Walton is far wealthier than
anyone else on the list. The two
men tied for second have a mere
$2.5 billion each.
H. Ross Perot of Dallas, who
sold his holdings in Electronic
Data Systems to General Motors
Corp. in 1984, was joined in se
cond place by John Kluge of
Charlottesville, Va., who sold his
Metromedia assets to jump from
10th place.
Newcomers to the list include
television producer and former
talk show host Merv Griffin with
$235 million, producer and
ageless rock ’n’ roller Dick Clark
at $180 million, fashion designer
Ralph Lauren at $300 million.

and chicken king Frank Perdue
at $200 million.
They join some other famous
names, including Roy Edward
Disney, nephew of the late Walt
Disney, at $400 million; vintners
Ernest and Julio Gallo at $350
million each; television producer
Normal Lear at $225 million;
cosmetics queen Estee Lauder at
$333 million; and television
mogul Ted Turner at $280
million.
And there are plenty of
Rockefellers, du Ponts and
Mellons. Inheritances accounted
for 168 fortunes. Over 5 percent
of the list represents du Pont
money, and another 5 percent is
held by Mellons and Rockefellers.
There were 26 billionaires on
the list, up from 14 last year. A
minimum of $180 million was
needed to be included. Last year,
$150 million was the lower
reaches of the super rich.
The list is included in the Oct.
27 edition of the magazine.
Among the new billionaires are
Barbara Cox Anthony and Anne
Cox Chambers, whose media
empire includes newspapers,
broadcast stations and television
programs, including “ Lifestyles
of the Rich and Famous.”
The list provides an interesting
portrait of the super wealthy: the
average age is 62.3 years; seven
ty-seven are women; 174 are
self-made millionaires.

★

One o f the yea r’s best flints.
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“William Hurt’s sexual chemistry
produces the beat .. .Marlcc Matlins debut

f®
Let the others brownbag it. You're calling
Domino's Pizza for a
tasty, nutritious lunch
delivered hot to your
office in less than 30
minutes
No baloney! Instead,
delicious cheese,
tempting sausage, zesty
pepperoni - your choice
of toppings on a goldenbrown crust - fresh from
our exclusive “hot box."
All this is yours when
you order lunch from
Domino's Pizza.

CaU Today!

is a victor)-.» —Bnav Vl illiamvm PI AMKrt MA(.A/.INI

“Electricity! Oscar nom inations
fo r M atlin and H urt She's sensational...

San Luis Obispo: 544-3636
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arryo Grande: 461-3171
Atascadero: 466-7860

30 Minute
Guarantee!
I®
•xpirss: 11/I (was

San Luis Obispo: 544-3636
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arryo Grands: 481-3171
Atascadsro: 468-7880

e

He's compassionate... Ixirning up the mo\ ie lens...
— Rotx-n OshoriK'. K riA -lA ’ I.OS ANiiF.l.KS

Ask for our
Sun Specials

DOMINO’ S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'

^ your pizza doe 8 not
arripe within 30 mmutes
present thw coupon to
the driver for $2.00 OFF
your pazo,
one coupon per pizza.

taming, just part of tiie fun

WILLIAM HURT • MARLEE MATLIN
P.\RV.1HH>TPH.TUO:s mSKMS .\ Bl RT.St (aR.H\.\ PMMH<TH>\
HAMU HUM S FILM ( Mil IHUN (B A LKSSKR taM) PIPF R LU RIK • PIIII.IP BOSCO
Screenplay In HKSPF R WOt HSON and M\RK MHN)H Based on the State PIr In HUtK MKDOFF
ProdiKed In Bl RT St (iVHMW and PATRI! K PALMF R IMmied In R.V.Sl)\ IIUNFS

Regular Sessions :
15 min. - $ 5 .5 0
20 min. - $5.95
30 min. - $6 .95
H o u rs:
Monday - Friday
10:00 am - 9:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
Sunday 10:00 • 5:00 pm
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MMRI O
Sasuil CiNMfias

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU,

560 Higuera St . Suite E
San Luis Obispo
California 93401
(805) 544-3200
Next to the Creamery
Last appointment taken
45 minutes prior to closing.
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Coppola borrows old
plot in ‘Peggy Sue’
Charlie replies; “ Yeah, I know
girls mature faster than boys.”
Not unlike that familiar sum
The story line, however, never
mer hit “ Back to the Future,” matures — an unusual trait for a
‘‘Peggy Sue Got M arried” movie directed by Francis Cop
reaches back in time to affect the pola.
outcomes of chosen lives. There
The exceptional work of Cop
is only one fatal error which pola is, however, evident in
makes the movie just another ‘‘Peggy Sue Got M arried.”
entertaining show: this story line Music by John Barry, the direc
can only be used once to be ef ting, cinematography, and acting
fective — and it was, in 1985.
all fit the Coppola image. Unfor
tunately, the storyline detracts
as much from the movie as Cop
pola adds credibility.
exceptional mastery
I I After the initial shock of as Coppola’s
a director is evident in the
I
Michael J. Fox not once ap “ The Outsiders,” a film which
pearing on the screen, the portrayed the discrimination and
audience seemed to like (some rivalry of high school students in
times to the point of hysteria) the 1950s.
the comedic talents of Kathleen
In filming the movie, Coppola
(“ Prizzi’s Honor,” “ Jewel of the
actually
separated and treated
Nile” ) Turner and Nicolas (“ Birdifferently the very young actors
dy,” “ Valley Girl” ) Cage. Barry
according to their roles. In doing
(“ Fame” ) Miller also gives an
this, he created poignant per
exceptional
performance
as
formances of truly realistic emo
Richard, the class brain.
tions
felt by the actors and the
The story begins when Peggy
audience.
Sue (Turner) attends her 25-year
But, in “ Peggy Sue Got Mar
high school class reunion, where
ried,”
the storyline is so lacking,
she confides to classmates she
plans to divorce her high school not even Coppola can save it.
sweetheart, now husband Charlie Toward the end of the movie, the
(Cage). At the reunion, she is storyline changes hands from
thrown back in time to her senior “ Back to the Future” to the very
year of high school, during which unconvincing tactics obviously
she once made the vital decisions borrowed from the writers of the
which have directed the outcome television series “ Dallas.”
True to the end of the movie
of her life. She is forced to re
think her relationship with were the directing, and the per
Charlie. During the course of the formances of Turner and Cop
movie, she tries to explain her pola’s nephew Nicolas Cage, but
time-warped situation to young audience members were justified
in feeling severely slighted by
Charlie. “ I’m a grown woman,”
says Peggy Sue, “ with a lifetime the used story line, which was
of experience you don’t unders completely out of character for
master Coppola.
tand.”
By Deanne Holweger

Special to the Dally

Peggy Sue (Kathleen Turner) is crowned Queen of the Reunion in her new movie.
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We Deliver
541-4420

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
One coupon per pizza
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expires 11/5/86

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs)
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with any
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Crocodile Dundee — Paul Hogan as an outback
Australian who attempts the “ sophisticated' urban
k
m
m
jungles of Manhattan.” Festival Cinemas.
Deadly Friend — the new thriller from Wes
Craven (“ Nightmare on Elm Street” ). Festival
Cinemas.
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off — Matthew Broderick
as the sly high school kid who plays hookey and
The thriller The Castle of Nevermore conies to
teaches his best friend all about how to live life.
the Great American Melodrama this weekend
Madonna Plaza Theatre, Fair Oaks Theatre.
through Nov. 16. The play is a tribute to the work
Flight of the Navigator — A modern-day Rip
of Edgar Allen Poe and Vincent Price movies. Call
Van Winkle story of a boy who takes a ride in an
489-2499 for information.
alien spaceship and comes back unchanged eight
The National Theatre of the Deaf will present
years later. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter at Chumash
Jumpin’ Jack Flash — A comedy starring
Auditorium at 8 Saturday night. Tickets are $5 for
Whoopi Goldberg as a mild-mannered woman
students and are available at the Cal Poly Theatre
caught up in a web of espionage. Festival Cinemas.
box office._____________________________________
A Great Wall — The story of the culture shock
that results when a Chinese-American man brings
his family to visit mainland China. Mission
Cinemas.
The Hit — A tale of hoodlum rivalry set in Spain,
About Last Night... — Based on the play, “ Sex
this movie stars John Hurt, Terence Stamp and
ual Perversity in Chicago,” it’s a comedy about sex
Tim Roth. Rainbow Theatre.
and relationships. Rob Lowe, Demi Moore and
Karate Kid II — Ralph Macchio returns as
James Belushi star. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Daniel, the little guy with a heart of gold and a
Back to School — Rodney Dangerfield stars as a
mean kick. Bay Theatre.
wealthy man who goes back to school to get some
The Long Good Friday — A gangster film about
respect. Festival Cinemas.
a mob leader trying to keep his operation together.
The Boy Who Could Fly — The story of a little
Rainbow Theatre.
boy who is convinced he can fly, but can’t get any
Nothing in Common — It’s a comedy about fam
grown-ups to believe him. Festival Cinemas.
ily relationships that purports to be “just like real
Blue Velvet — The new film from David Lynch
life.” Stars Tom Hanks and Jackie Gleason.
(“ Eraserhead,” “ The Elephant Man” ) about a
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
small-town boy and small-town corruption. Isabella
Peggy Sue Got Married — Kathleen Turner stars
Rosalini stars. Festival Cinemas.
in this story of a woman who is thrown back to her
Children of a Lesser God — The love story be
senior year in high school and gets the chance to
tween a man and a deaf woman, told in sign
live her life over again. Mission Cinemas.
language as well as in spoken words. William Hurt
A Room with a View — The movie version of an
stars. Festival Cinemas.
early E.M. Forster novel about a young woman
The Color of Money — Paul Newman and Tom
choosing between suitors. Festival Cinemas.
Cruise star in this sequel to the classic film “ The
Ruthless People — Danny DeVito and Bette
Hustler.” Festival Cinemas.
Midler in a comedy about murder, kidnapping and
blackmail. Judge Reinhold co-stars. Madonna
Plaza Theatre.
Spacecamp — Kate Capshaw stars in this com
edy about teenagers lost in space. Fair Oaks
Theatre.
Stand By Me — A screen adaptation of Stephen
, King’s story of four boys who search the back
A ll W e ll D rinks
roads for the dead body of a missing boy. Festival
Cinemas.
$ f 50
' That’s Life — Blake Edward’s latest effort,
starring Julie Andrews and Jack Lemmon. Mission
Cinemas.
Top Gun — Tom Cruise and Kelley McGillis talk
about government secrets and astrophysics be
tween kisses. Festival Cinemas.
OP£N THURS . FRL.
Tough Guys — Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas
SA T N IGH TS ONL Y
star as two ex-convicts who, after spending 30
years in jail, try to adjust to life in the 1980s.
781 Higuera St.
Fremont Theatre.
Son Luis Obispo

THEHER

M ichael's 781 Club
. . . _ — Cocktails

LUB
781

OCKTAILS

mm
ASI Concerts brings Cal Poly the new wave band
Berlin. The concert is Wednesday night at 8:30 in
the Main Gym. Student tickets are $11.50 in ad
vance, $12.50 at the door. Advance student tickets
are available only at the University Union Ticket
Office or in the U.U. Plaza. Soft-soled shoes only.
Spin Cycle will take the stage with their “ unique
Top 40 sound” this weekend at Shenandoah.
Friday and Saturday night at the Spirit Fatz will
play, and acoustic guitarist John Sahey will take
the stage Sunday.
The Yellow Pages will rock The Darkroom Fri
day, Dynamo Rye plays Saturday night, and
Pegasus is the band for Sunday evening.
At Champions, the rock/jazz/blues band Paralax
View plays Sunday night. The “ mostly soul”
sounds of Wrist Rockets is featured Tuesday
night.
Later this week. The Darkroom has New Power
and DayGlo Abortions (Tuesday), Factual Image
and Private Citizens (Wednesday) and Secret Ser
vice (Thursday).

ÏCR ÂEERT

Advance programming is a free service offered to
you by your VCR. Take advantage of it. The
following is a list of worthwhile or bizarre movies
worth taking a look at.
Betrayal (1983) — Ben Kingsley and Jeremy
Irons star in this adaptation of a Harold Pinter
play. Tuesday at 9 p.m. on Channel 11 (2 hrs).
For Me and my Gal (1942) — Gene Kelly and
Judy Garland star in this musical. Sunday at 1
p.m. on Channel 6 (2 hrs).
Romance on the High Seas (1948) — Doris Day
sings,“ You sigh, the song begins, you speak and I
hear violins, it’s magic!” on a pirate ship. Saturday
at 3 p.m., Sunday at 10 a.m. on Channel 5 (2 hrs).
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (1947) — Danny
Kaye in the classic about a daydreaming mil
quetoast. Saturday at 4 p.m. on Channel 11 (2 hrs).

This weekend, comics Angel Salazar, Pat Hanifin
and Dave Parker dish up the funny stuff at Bob
Zany’s Comedy Outlet at Wm. Randolph’s.
Corners of the Mouth, a monthly poetry
reading, will be held this Sunday at Linnaea’s cafe
at 7:30 p.m. Featured poets will be James
Houlihan, Vasco Sena and ABD al-Hayy Moore.
Sara Becker will play and sing the blues during in
termission.

BERLIN
W ed.
O ct. 2 2 n d
8 :3 0 PM
C al P oly
M ain Gym
S p o n so red by ASI C oncerts
T ick ets on s a le now a t U.U. p laza.
C heap T hrills and B oo B oo R ecords
S tu d en t ad van ced $ 1 1 .5 0 / 1 2 .5 0 a t door

E Y E G L A S S SP EC IA LS

10 % - 5 0 %
A l l F r a m e s In S t o c k
SALE E N D S O C T . 31

We Take Pride
• Fast Service
* Quality Frames

d tiic R a ^ V s

* High Fashion
* Large Selection

(B p iic a i

Son Luis Obispo
Atoscodtro
Morro toy
Poso Roblos
772-1211
221-Sni
SO-S77I
4M-S77I
1121 Chorro
S9M Entrodo Avo. EISA Molo St. UMIPInoSt.
Hours: M-F 9:00-5:30, Sot. 10-3:00
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Students learn while serving as Hearst Castle guides
1

Interns must enroll in a history class
to get answers to tourists’ questions
By C. Barks, S ta ff Writer
ow much does the build
ing weigh?,” ‘‘Why
. didn’t Mr. Hearst build
the castle closer to the visitor’s
center?,” and ‘‘Did Michelangelo
ever visit the castle?”
These are just a few of the odd
questions that tour guides at
Hearst Castle have to contend
with each day, according to Mike
Pate, a junior speech com
munication major and guide at
the San Simeon monument.
As a participant in a program
sponsored by the Cal Poly histo
ry department, Pate learned how
to field questions such as those,
as well as speak knowledgeably
about the castle, its artwork, and
the life and times of William
Randolph Hearst.
Since 1975,290 Cal Poly stu
dents have graduated from the
program, which provides them
with the ability to lead Hearst
Castle tours, said Dan Krieger, a
Cal Poly history professor.
‘‘I think the class has been a
wonderful example of applied
history,” he said.
Students in the class study
19th and 20th century American
and Californian history. Further,
they are instructed in various
aspects of art history. Finally,
Krieger said, they learn about
national and state park
management.
‘‘This entails knowing how to
move people through an exhibit,”
he said, ‘‘And things like, what
do you do when someone gets
sick on a tour?”
In the early 1970s, Krieger was
given a grant by the CSU system
‘‘to see what people in the
humanities could do besides

teach.”
Krieger said he traveled across
the country twice in search of
alternative job opportunities.
‘‘People would ask me, ‘What
are you doing locally?’ ” he said.
‘‘Well, I wasn’t doing anything
locally.”
To remedy that, said Krieger,
he came up with the idea of stu
dent internships at Hearst Cas
tle.
‘‘The class is an intellectual
headtrip,” said Krieger, ‘‘And it
comes very close to Cal Poly’s
them eof‘learn by doing.’ ”
Interested students must app
ly through the history depart
ment, said Krieger. After a
screening process, they may be '
selected for an interview by cas
tle supervisors. If they are
chosen, the students attend
Wednesday night seminars at
Cal Poly, and spend weekends at
the castle, learning everything
there is to know about the
monument.
Mike Pate said, ‘‘They don’t
guarantee you a job, but out of
the 10 people in my class, nine
ended up working there, and the
last one chose not to.”
‘‘Lots of people think it’s an
art-historian-type job,” said
Pate. ‘‘Of course, you do learn a
lot of history, but it’s really a
people-oriented job. It’s the peo
ple who make it fun.”
Pate said, ‘‘I’m continually
stretching the boundaries up
there.” For instance, he tells of
climbing into the bell tower on
the Fourth of July and ringing
the bells by hand. And then
there’s the time he greeted a
group of tourists in bright yellow
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The Refectory at Hearst Castle

swim trunks, and black shoes,
socles, and tie.
‘‘I got in trouble for that one,”
he said.
The regulations tend to be very
strict, said Pate, but he manages
to have a lot of fun.
Visitors who back up to take
pictures and end up falling in the
pool provide comic relief for the
guides, he said.
‘‘We look forward to that. We
hold in our laughter until we get
back to the guide trailers and
then we compare stories.”
People fall in so frequently,
Pate said, that there are clothes

dryers on hand to dry their wet
clothes.
‘‘We did have a lady who
claimed to have fallen in acciden
tally but a few seconds before
she did, she handed her purse
and her camera to someone to
hold.” People can be fined up to
$500 for something like that,
said Pate, but they rarely are.
Recently, Pate was giving a
tour to a group of foreigners,
who had fixated on the phrase
‘‘Hearst Castle.”
‘‘They kept asking me ‘Where
did Mr. Castle sleep?. Where did
Mr. Castle sleep?’ ” Pate kept

trying to explain that the build
ing itself was the castle, but
eventually gave up and began
pointing out where ‘‘Mr. Castle”
slept.
Pate encourages anyone to ap
ply for work at the castle. Stu
dents can pick up applications in
the history department; the
deadline to apply for this year’s
class is Nov. 10.
‘‘The place is just magical,” he
said. ‘‘The more 1 learn about
Hearst, the more 1 become fasci
nated with the place.”
Last in a three-part series on
Hearst Castle.

Congress hurries in effort
to keep government going
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con
gress pushed hard Thursday to
a d jo u rn for the y ear, as
legislators worked to clear away
measures needed to keep money
flowing to the government and
take care of other major items,
including a sweeping revision of
the nation’s immigration laws.
‘‘People have decided now it’s
about time to leave,” said Senate
Majority Leader Dole, R-Kan.,
reflecting the restlessness and
impatience of many re-electionminded lawmakers over the
long-delayed end of the 99th
Congress. During the day, white
buttons with red letters saying,
‘‘Free the 99th Congress” began
appearing throughout the Capi
tol.
But b efo re the end of
legislative business — now ex
pected Friday, at the earliest —
Congress had to finish with an
unprecedented, $576 billion cat
chall spending bill.
The Senate passed the body of
the measure by a voice vote and
then proceeded to consider sev
eral remaining disagreements
with the House.
Senators came to work Thurs
day morning to find the 8-inch

thick, IsU-pound bill on their
desks. Less than seven hours
earlier, the House had completed
action on the legislation, which is
necessary because Congress has
passed none of the 13 regular
appropriations bills for the fiscal
year that began Oct. 1.
Indeed, the government was
technically running on empty
when it opened for business
Thursday because an emergency
funding bill — the third since the
beginning of the fiscal year —
had expired at midnight Wed
nesday.
The House and Senate quickly
sent a new short-term money bill
to the White House Thursday
morning to tide the government
over another day.
President Reagan signed the
measure later in the day, but
White House officials still ex
pressed concerns about some of
the provisions of the omnibus
bill, leaving doubts about exactly
when the funding problems
would be resolved.
The omnibus spending bill, the
largest such measure Congress
has ever considered, provides for
more than half the $1 trillion
federal budget in one shot.

pizza & pasta
Italian Subs

* Large Cheese Pizza

...Hot and Cold
...All on 9" rolls
...They will melt in your mouth!

..."NY Style" Thin Crust
...Choose from 15 additional toppings
...Made the way pizza is supposed to taste

* By the Slice ANYTIME

Salads & Antipastos

...with your choice of toppings

...Cool & crisp
...Made with freshest ingredients
...Choice of homemade dressings

* Pastas
...All your favorites
...Baked to perfection marinara sauce
...Smothered in 100% mozzarella cheese
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Fast Free Delivery
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Soccer team beats
Chapman College
By John Sam uel Baker
Staff Writer

The Cal Poly men’s soccer
team defeated a very defen
sively-minded Chapman College
in Orange Wednesday night 2-1
to increase its overall record to
9-4.
The Mustangs are ranked
eighth in, the nation and second
in the Western Region by the

‘We usually get
intimidated down
there, but this time
we didn’t cave in,’
— W. Gartner
Adidas ranking judges in Soccer
America magazine.
Forward Jeff Reisdorf got his
second goal of the season when
he scored unassisted from 18
yards out in the first half to put
the Mustangs up 1-0.
Coach Wofgang Gartner said
he was pleased with his team’s
performance.
“ We usually get intimidated
down there (at Chapman), but
this time we didn’t cave in,’’ he
said. He credited Paul Wraith
with “ holding things together in
the defense.’’

Gartner complained about
several instances in which the
referee failed to call fouls on
Chapman players, two of which
he said cost the Mustangs goals.
The Cal Poly coach was ejected
from the game about 20 minutes
into the second half by the
referee for voicing his unhap
piness with the referee’s failure
to call a crucial foul.
The coachless Mustangs went
up 2-0 ten minutes later when
Jeff Meyer scored from five
yards out off of a Dave Shively
cornerkick.
With two and a half minutes
left in the game, the Panthers
scored off of a cornerkick play
but couldn’t put in a tying goal,
and lost to the team they had
defeated last year, 2-0.
Gartner said he is both amazed
and delighted with Poly’s play so
far. “ It’s really incredible how
much we’ve been on the road and
our record being so good,’’ he
said.
The Mustang’s season consists
of 14 away games and seven
home, unbalanced when com
pared with past seasons of about
10 home and 10 on the road.
Poly will play UC Irvine in Ir
vine this Sunday and won’t play
at home again until Nov. 1 when
Chapman comes to Mustang ter
ritory.

Cross country teams
to host invitational
By Ron Nielsen
staff Writer

More than 300 runners will
converge on Cal Poly’s fields and
pastures this Saturday for a race
that winds up the regular cross
country season.
The 10th Annual Cal Poly In
tercollegiate Cross Country In
vitational will match some of the
top men’s and women’s teams in
the West in a race that has
grown in popularity each year.
Many of the invited teams will be
deciding the final spots on their
rosters in anticipation of the
conference championships to be
held on the same course next
weekend.
The day’s activities begin at 8
a.m. at the Crop Science Unit
with a S-kilometer community
run to raise money for Cal Poly’s
cross co u n try team s. The
women’s 5,000-meter competition
will kick off at 10 a.m. and the
men will attack the five-mile
course at 10:30 a.m.
The scenic course travels
through the crop and dairy units
and includes a mix of hills and
flat stretches. Most cross coun
try races take place on isolated
roads away from fans, but the
Cal Poly course offers spectators
the unique opportunity to view
virtually the entire race as the
runners battle each other for the
lead. The best viewing will be on
top of the hiil near the Dairy
Unit.

In the men’s race, Henderson
expects UC Irvine to again be
the team to beat. The Anteaters
won last year’s competition with
a team score of 39 by placing
four runners in the top ten.
Ralph Garibaldi and Rick Dod
son will pace Irvine again and
Henderson expects that they
have improved since last year.
The Orange -County university
was the class act of the Division
I Pacific Coast Athletic Associa
tion and will send 14 runners to
the meet. “ They would have to
do something wrong not to win
again,’’ Henderson said.
The Cal Poly men’s team,
which lost to Pomona twice in
the past two weeks, will have
another opportunity to face the
Bronco runners on Saturday.
Mike Miner, Chris Craig and
Mike Livingston will lead the
Mustang attack against the field.
The rest of the Mustang team,
which finished second overall in
last year’s competition, includes
Robin DeSota, freshman Erich
Ackerman, Don Reynolds and
Doug Twilliger. A total of 21
runners from Cal Poly, who have
raced for the team throughout
the year at all levels, will 'be in
cluded in the field.
San Diego State will be sen
ding 10 runners to the meet in an
attempt to better its fourth place
See IN V IT A T IO N A L , page 7
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Cal Poly running back Gary Artist runs Into a wall of Hayward defenders.
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Cal Poly vs. Cal State Northridge

Mustangs will look to the run
By D an Ruthemeyer
Sporta Editor

The Cal Poly football team
will work to establish a running
game this weekend when it
travels to Northridge to take on
the Matadors, whose record of
4-1 puts them atop the Western
Football Conference.
The Mustangs, who gained
only 154 yards on the ground
last week against Hayward, will
try to center a running game on
Jim Gleed, whose has a teamhigh 343 yards in four games.
His yardage puts him third in
the conference.
In the past two weeks. Cal Po
ly has relied on the running of
senior Carlos Adams and
freshman Todd Henderson, in
addition to Gleed. This week
coach Jim Sanderson said he
will use Gleed more than he has
in the past two weeks, and will
use Adams and Henderson as
backups.
Cal Poly will be hard-pressed
to get an effective offense going,
as the Matadprs have the top
defense in the conference, and
are highly regarded nationally.
Sanderson said that because
Cal Poly couldn’t get a running
game going against Hayward,

quarterback Robert Perez was
forced to go to the air more of
ten than was planned.
He said that without an effec
tive running game, the passing
attack will dry up.
The Mustang receiving corps
is almost back to full strength,
with the addition of Heath
Owens, who sat out last week’s
game with a bruised sternum.
As i d e f r o m O w e n s , the
Mustangs figure to go to Lance
Martin, Claude Joseph and Ter
rill Harper. Martin is second in
the conference in receiving.
While the Mustang receivers
are healthy, the defensive line
and defensive secondary are
hurting.
Having already lost starting
noseguard David Moore several
weeks ago, the Mustangs will
probably be without the services
of Moore’s backup, Ken White,
who is battling strep throat.
Filling in for the two
noseguards will be reserve
linebacker Davis Eberhart, who
at 5’10’’, 190 pounds is some
what less than intimidating on
the line of scrimmage.
Sanderson said that Eberhart
will have to use his speed to
compensate for his lack of size.

Cal Poly’s defensive secondary
will feature a few new faces this
week, as both Sinclair Miles and
Damon Shows are out with knee
injuries. Free safety Bobby
Brandon figures to get the call
at cornerback as will Eric Dick,
while Terrill Brown and Brett
Pierce hold down the safety
duties.
Reserve defensive back Der
rick Sesson will back , up the
Mustang starters.
Offensively, Northridge will
be led by running back Mike
Kane, who leads the conference
in rushing with 599 yards in five
games. He is the Matadors alltime leading rusher and has
been an all-conference selection
his first two years.
The Matadors will be led in
the air by quarterback Chris
Parker, who completed 55 per
cent of his passes for 2,658
yards in 1985.
Handling the kicking chores
for the Mustangs this week will
be freshman Gary Robertson,
who came out of the Hayward
game after missing two field
goals. Prior to last week’s game,
Robertson had been suffering
from strep throat and missed
several practices.
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JEWISH STUDENTS
“ FREE FOOD“ “ FREE DRINK“
“FREE FUN“
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Come In costume!
Set Oct 25th 8:00pm 649 PIsmo St.
CAL POLY TEACHERS’ SOCIETY
meeting Tues.Oct21 BA&E rm207 6pm
COME SCRUM WITH US!
CAL POLY RUGBY
For more INFO call
541-5942
GRAPHIC DESIGN CLUB
MEETING DEXTER RM150
TUES 11:00
LOST BLACK PULSAR WRIST WATCH
N EAR PE BLDG PLEASE CALL ROGER
541-8353 IF FOUND.
SIGMA IOTA EPSILON MEETING ON
Oct.20 7PM for current members.
Please plan to attend.For mtg
infocali Kathy at 541-1764.

Buddhist Discussion Session
11:00AM Sunday at SLO Buddhist
Church. Everyone welcome.
More info. Call 543-9376.

FALL RODEO
Oct 17th 6pm 18th 1pm
Tickets at UU or Gate

LIVE AT FLIPPOS SKATE HARBOR IN
MORRO BAY FRIDAY OCT 24 8PM WITH
TWINKLIE DEFENSE TICKETS $9.50 AT
BOO BOO & CHEAP THRILL LOCATIONS
DANCE PARTY.

Happy Hr-Cal Poly
2 for 1 SPECIAL on cut roses,
tropical plants, 1 gallon plants,
FRIDAY 3-5:30pm at Poly Plant and
Floral (on the hill at the
Horticulture Unit)

HEALTH CARD
STICKERS
AVAILABLE
CASHIER.

AT

HEALTH

The women’s 5,000-meter race
starts across from the Poultry
Unit and features 150 runners
from 22 teams. Coach Lance
Harter said five of the teams are
ranked in the top 20 in Division I
and said the tough competition
will help pick the final two spots
for the Cal Poly women’s con
ference and national teams.
Besides university and college
teams, the invitational competi
tion will feature racers from
some of the top running clubs in
the state. Carmelo Rios of the
Adidas club set the course record
of 24:10.9 in 1984.
The women’s competition
features some of the best teams
in the country from as far away
as Nebraska and Houston. The

WANTED-Hard working,career-minded
students who aren’t afraid to take risks.
Add “life“ to your resume & experience
an education that can’t be found in a
classroom.Windsurfing,
Mt.biking,rock
climbing,caving,backpacking & more.For
details come to the Escape Route
downstairs in the UU. ASI OUTINGS“Oncein a lifetime...

CENTER

PHOTO I.D.‘S
Prior to Oct 2 are here! Pick them up in
the UU plaza this Tue & Wed(10-4). Bring
your gold temporary card.
SPIRITS IN THE Material World
Yosemite Dance 9-1 OCT 17
$1 with Hall Card $1.50 without
SR PROJECT-TERM PAPER-SPEECH
Save hours of research time
and get sperlor results
THE ANSWER BOX 541-3001.

Mustangs, who took the Division
II cross country national cham
pionship for the past four years
are paced by a core of five top
competitors.
Lori Lopez, Katy Manning and
Lesley White, who finished in the
top 20 runners in last year’s race,
will lead the Mustangs along
with Kris Katterhagen and
Giadees Prieur. Prieur expects to
run well after missing last year’s
competition with injuries.
The strong Nebraska team is
paced by four seniors. Laura
Wright, Mary Amea, Karlene
Ericson and Jill Noel will be
looking to have a good race to
finish up their collegiate careers.
Coach Harter expects Beth
McGrann and Jennifer Abraham

Meeting on Tue. Oct 21: 7PM in
Science E26. It’s important! Be there of
be
L7!

HI KAPPA PSI
LITTLE SIS RUSH
Thurs 10-16Thurs NITE LIVE
SAT 10-18 COCKTAIL PARTY
TUES 10-21 WINE & CHEESE INVITE
ONLY
WED 10-22 SMOKER INVITE ONLY

WOW group 136 get ready for a fun
and wild Sunday night. Put on
your dancin’ shoes!

30% REBATE
When you buy 3 or more of cut
roses, tropical plants, 1 gallon plants.
This Saturday 10am-2pm at Poly Plant
and Floral (on the hill at the Horticulture
Unit)

SAEL.S.O.M.mtg............
Sun. 10/199PM 1534 0ceanaire Dr.
To our Sigma Chi coaches, we
Love our duck house but we
love you even more! Looking
fonward to Derby Days!
TO PHI PSI’S STEVE & NEAL, AND
TO EN’S BILL & TROY-CONGRATS!
LOVE, PLEDGE KRISTIN
To the Rho pledge class have some fun
but not to much beware of house tours
and don’t be a lush! When your done
you’ll look back and say,we were the
awesome Rho’s of ZTA!

Bon anniversaire a mon ami
favori! Le magazine de GO pense
que tu es un bon eleve.
Je t’aime...Petite El
Brenda and Kim Thanks for being
the best roommates. XOXOXO
El Corral Bookstore Now Stock Exam File
from Engineering Press For Engineering
courses: Chem, Physics, Calculus.
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY, JEFF!
LOVE YOU!
LISA

FISHBONE
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Poly rodeo teams to
compete this weekend

INVITATIONAL
From page 6
finish of last year. The Aztecs
are led by Paul Greer who holds
the 20th best time on the course
and returns after finishing 11th
last year. Juan Naranjo, who
took second place in the national
junior college 10,000-meter com
petition last year, will tackle the
course for the first time.
Perennial
cross
country
powerhouse Stanford will send
an all-freshmen team to the race
for its first attempt at the
course. Many of the top Cardinal
runners, along with some of the
other top-rated cross country
schools in the West, will be
resting their teams after com
peting in a meet at Arizona State
last weekend.
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J.B.R. I LOVE YOU! XOXOXOKRIS.
Skiers note: Largest selection of
sunglasses is at the Sea Barn in Avila
Beach. HOBIES-VUARNETS-OAKLIES-BU
CCIS-GARGOYLES-SKI-OPTICSSUNCLOUDS and RAY BANDS. 10% off
the top for Cal Poly students during Oc
tober. Free case and leash too.
WOW GR 151: STOP BY SPEC. COLL
M-F 9-4 TO SEE PICTURES.

ampus Motorcross
RACE YOUR MOTORCYLE WITH THE
PENGUINS M/C.MEMBERSHIP REO’D TO
RACE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT
SPECTATORS WELCOME.SUNDAY10 19
9AM TRACK LOCATED NR CROP UNIT.
FOLLOW THE SIGNS INFO 544-9407.
“ DOWN AND OUT IN BEVERLY HILLS”
WEDNESDAY OCT 22-7:0089:15
ONLY $1.50 AT CHUMASH AUD.

FISHBONE“
TWINKIE DEFENSE FRIDAY OCT 24
FLIPPOS SKATEilAflBOR MORRO BAY

to finish strong for the UC Irvine
team, which finished fourth in
last
y e a r ’s c o m p e t i t i o n .
Freshmen Laurie Chapman will
lead the attack for the UCLA
Bruins after finishing her career
as one of the top high school
runners in the nation.
The SLO Community 5kilometer run will be held for the
fourth year to raise funds to send
men and women competitors
from Cal Poly to the national
championships in Riverside.
Race day registration will be
from 6:30 to 7:45 on Saturday
morning and entry fees are $9.
All participants will receive Tshirts and the top three finishers
in each division will receive
awards.

INFORMATION
Counseling on contraception and
relationships available.
Sexuality Peer Educators are here
for you MWTh 10am to 2pm. Appts.
at Health Center. Love carefully!
MATH HELP - CBEST,ELM,ETC.
classwork. D.SIEGEL,M.A. 239-4165.

or

Another year, and I’m still here. For typ
ing, call Susie, 528-7805.

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ZIST!
HOPE YOU HAD AN AWESOME DAY.
LOVE YOUR LIL BUDDY. TERI-ZTA
LAMBDA CHI
Congratulates Brother
GREG SPICER
The new ASI Greek Relations Offer

Lambda Chi Alpha
t h r a s H-?^Th o n
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SOONERTHAN

lIN K ÿ !!!!!!

Wed Oct 22!!! Main Gym 8:30pm
Tickets on sale nowiStu Adv $11.50
Presented by ASI CONCERTS!
“TO LIVE AND DIE !N L A .”
THIS FRIDAYONLY-749:15ONLY $1.50 AT CHUMASH AUDITORIUM.
“Young Sherlock Holmes”
Wednesday Oct 157 & 9:15pm only$1.50.

FOUND CALCULATOR ON OCT 14 AT
SANDWICH PLANT. CALL & IDENTIFY
544-6448

OCT. 22-24
SK8-4-DA-HEART
NANCY BODIN E YOUR A SPECIAL RHO
TOME! EXCEL

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 LBS IN
30DYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128.

ALL THE BEST USED OFFICE FUR
NITURE Desks From 39.95. 4420 Broad,
543-2596 Just past Tank Farm Rd.
APPLE llplus& W/EVERYTHING!
$925-OBO 541-6971.
COUCH,CHAIR,ENDTABLE $150 or off
er. Antique oak desk $200 or off
er. Call 544-0303(12-5) 466-2143
Oat Hay Sweet red stem
4.00 per Bale 68.00 per Ton
238-6928 Delivery Avail.
WATERBED, KINGSIZE, GOOD SHAPE
PLEASE CALL DAVE 543-2536 EVE.

COM PUT—IT 544-6402. Top quality word
processing for resumes, term papers,
senior projects with state-of-the-art
laser printing at reasonable prices!

1984 KAWASAKI GPZ 750,1300 MILES,
PERFECT COND,$1995,DAN AT 239-3526

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550.

1985 HONDA REBEL LOW M iU e’ s
MUST SELL! CALL 544-6177.

OVERNIGHT SERVICE, usually
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039.
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rons) M-Sat, 9am-6pm,by appt, 544-2591.
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, W O ^
PROCESSING DONE IN SO CTY CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO BCH
773-5851 DAYS 489-0724 EVE
SAVE MONEY! PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSOR WILL TYPE YOUR PAPER
Fast/Cheap Revisions—Spell Check
Computer Educ. Services 528-5049.
YOUR TYPE
FAST, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
543-7773

1976 DATSUN B210,RUNS WELL, 2nd
OWNER, LOW MILES,$1250 995-3502.
66
BUICK
SKYLARK
"CLASSIC"
Cassette Stereo, AM radio good condi
tion, dependable only $650 OBO, Call
543-4942.

M roommate needed to share rm.
Close to Poly-easy going room
mates. Call 544-5()77.

------ OWN ROOM
IN HOUSE
SKI AUSTRIA $749
Slide show Oct 21 Tues at 6:00pm
UU220.Air 1st class accomodations
1 week free Avis car. Not a misprint!
Space is limited.Presented by ASI
TRAVEL CLUB & Gulliver’s Travel. More
Info 546-8612.

MIDNIGHT ON ELM STREET I
This weeks midnight movie at the Fre
mont Oct 17 and 18 (Door Prizes).
DANNYHERNANDEZ
CONQRATULATIONSYOU’RE AN AWESOME AQR PLEDGE!
LOVE. TER TER • RHO OF ZTA!

Nine college rodeo teams will
compete in Cal Poly’s Collet
Arena this weekend.
The top competition for the
Mustangs will be Hartnell and
West Hills colleges, which tradi
tionally have strong teams.
Other competitors include the
University of Nevada at Reno
and Fresno State.
Cal Poly will be led by calf
roper Jeff Sparrowk, who returns
from last year. Hardy Vestal, a
freshman, will add a touch of
youth to the men’s team.
The women are led by team
roper Wendy Kaufman.
The two Cal Poly teams will
compete on Friday at 6 p.m. and
Saturday at 1 p.m.

TECHNICIAN
Mustang Daily needs an experienced
darkroom person to develop film & print
photos. Approx. 10 hours per week, pay
negotiable. Contact Tustin at 546-1143
ASAP!
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed for company pr
oject stuffing envelopes and ase
mbiing materials.-Send stamped se
If addressed envelope to JBK MailCompany PO Box 25-J Castaic.CA 91310
25 DRIVERS NEEDED:
EARN UPTO $6plus PER HOUR (WAGES,
TIPS, AND COMMISSION) MUST HAVE
OWN CAR AND INSURANCE.APPLY IN
PERSON AFTER 5PM: 775 FOOTHILL
BLVD SLO.140 S ELM AG,2084 9th LO
8305 EL CAM INOAT AS.

ROOM IN NICE, LARGE HOME FOR
$250/MONTH. FIRST/LAST/S25 Dep. PETS
OK. KARA OR TANYA 549-8200 or 5440870. FEMALE PREF. BUT MALE OK.
F U R N . , W A S H / D R Y E R / F I RE P L ACE /
MICRO./BBQ/LARGE YARD, & FUN
ROOMMATES.
Room available in 2br/1 Vtba mobile
home in SLO approx 4mi from Poly.
W/D, dw, MW. Prefer M/F in Engr.
or Technical major. Non-Smoker.
$300/MO &$100dep. Utilities incl.
Linda 544-7675 after 3:30 &wkends
SEARCHING FOR MALE ROOMY TO
SHARE W/3 OTHERS. NICE CONDO,
LOTS OF SPACE-$200/M) 549-0487

BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
and condos for sale in SLO,including
condos near Poly, call Steve Nelson F/S
Inc. 543-8370. Leave message.
Creekside *40 Dbl-wide 2Bdrm 1 1/2bth
total upgraded washr/dryr/dshwshr new
carper 8X30 end porch semifurn corner
lot nice $47,500 Call Janie for appt 5440577/541-3766.
THROWING AWAY RENT $.DONT! Invest
or buy a home/condo.Call for list of SLO
homos. Kent Mazzia, 544-5777.
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WATER

X t is a scare
tactic — it
appeals to
people’s emotions.’
— Don Talley

<T

X t is a
workable law that
can be enforced.”
— Rich Ferguson

'S COMIMG!
^Copeland^s Sports

From page 1
Prop. 65, often called the Clean
Water Initiative, is a controver
sial November ballot item. It
would limit types of- toxic chemi
cals which can be dumped into
drinking
water,
increase
penalties for toxic dumpers and
allow citizens to sue violators.
The bill would prevent farmers
and corporations from using cer
tain chemicals on a list to be
formulated by the state.
Ferguson said the bill is neces
sary because chemicals and
pesticides dumped by corpora
tions and farmers seep into the
California water supply. The
chemicals can cause cancer and
birth defects, he said.
Because urban areas and
farmland are converging, it is
becoming more likely that chem
icals dumped by farmers will af
fect city dwellers, he said.
“ Toxic legislation is in
evitable,’’ said Ferguson. “ There
are too many people living on top
of each other not to deal with the
problem.’’
He said the bill has been sub
mitted as a citizens’ initiative
because opposing forces in
Sacramento cancel out each
other’s efforts to control toxic
d u m p i n g . The D e m o c r a t ic-controlled legislature supports
stricter regulation of chemicals,
he said, while Republican Gov.

George Deukmejian opposes
Prop.65.
Talley disagreed, saying the
initiative is unnecessary because
the legislature already has pass
ed laws to regulate chemical use.
These laws, he said, were ap
proved recently, and have not
been given a chance to prove
their effectiveness.
He said the bill’s supporters,
led by Jane Fonda and her hus
band,
Santa
Monica
Assemblyman Tom Hayden, are
trying to gain power by backing
an issue that incites paranoia —
the safety of drinking water.
“ It is a scare tactic — it ap
peals to people’s emotions,’’ said
Talley. “ There is a hysteria peo
ple are taking advantage of.’’
He added that the bill is unfair
because it applies only to farmers
and corporations and not to
public agencies.
“ It may be OK for the gov
ernment to use a chemical on a
highway on one side of a fence
and not OK for me to use the
same chemical on my side of the
fence,’’ said Talley.
In addition, he said, the bill
would prompt more citizens to
file lawsuits against farmers.
Ferguson said that would not
occur because it is difficult and
expensive for a private citizen to
file suit. However, he said, the
bill would not be difficult to en^ ■ ■ “

“

force. “ It is supported by a lot of
prosecutors,’’ he said. “ It is a
workable law that can be enforc
ed.’’
Talley disagreed: “ It’s not
clear on how it will be enforced.
Is it going to be an organized
group of people running around
and looking for things they can
point their finger at?’’

CENTER
From page 1
one.
“ There are many ^such pro
grams in the Midwest and we’re
trying to catch up,’’ Hayes said.
“ However, since the Midwest
produces a limited number of
crops, and California has more
than 200 commodities, we have
different needs.’’
The center plans a conference
of
professional
agricultural
communicators next May.
The center is currently housed
in the journalism department,
and Hayes is in the process of
nominating three faculty
members from agriculture and
three from liberal arts to form a
center committee.
“ We won’t look for a perma
nent director for another year,’’
Hayes said. “ We need to find
someone superbly qualified in
both agriculture and com
munication skills.’’
COUPON“
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#9 Santa Rosa

549-8979

Every Day Is Special at

*

(corner of Foothill
8k Santa Rosa)

kinmrs

HOUR PHOTO

S a n d w ich e s A S a la d s

Daily Specials...
Monday

BMT ^MealDeaV
Tuesday

*Twofor Tuesday'
DOUBLE STAMPS!

expires: 10-28-86

Not valid w/ any other special

■COUPON

L iB M .C O U P O N a e B » » w

1987

Wednesday

"Hump Day'
$1,00 O ff Footlong
w / drink

Calendars

Thursday

A truly practical gift

‘Turkey Day' Meal

Deal

E DAY ONL
Blow-out Prices on '86 Gear
New '87 Gear Discounted
Be First in Line to Share In
$10.000 worth of Merchandli
Certificates
Factory Reps on hand to ser-(
vice you & answer questions.

THE ONE SK I S A LE
YOU C A N ’T AFFOHO
TO M IS S !!

Friday

Double Stamps fo r
Double Meat

B est setters
im p re s s io i^ '^ ^ ^

Saturday

. "Seafood Saturday'

fa n ta s y
1. C o u s t p u

f a r S id e

Caiifomia

$1.00 O ff Footlqng
Tuna or Crab!

H a w a ii

Sunday

Sierra - ^

Buy 3, Get One Free!
We’re Open til
Midnight
Daily: 10am - Midnight
793 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
543-3399
WE BAKE OUR OWN
BREAD!

T ^ o rtn a n H o c K

SS-

Van Gon¿h
Renoir

ElCorral É ÍS Bookstore

